Connecting the Connections –
Abschlussveranstaltung des Projekts OPERAS-GER

Tuesday, 05.09.2023, 10am – 4pm
in Bonn, Wissenschaftszentrum
Languages of the event: German & English

9:30 – 10:00  Welcome Tea & Coffee

10:00 – 10:30  Keynote:
   German: Warum sind europäische Services wichtig für die
deutsche Open Access Landschaft?
   Andreas Kirchner, open-access.network
   
   Keynote:
   English: Bringing OPERAS to the European Member States:
The Importance of National Nodes
   Pierre Mounier, OPERAS

10:30 – 10:45  German: OPERAS-GER – Anfänge und Verbindungen des
deutschen National Node
   Pattrick Piel und Marlen Töpfer, OPERAS-GER

10:45 – 12:00  Parallel Forums

1)  English: Design Study for a Collaborative Translation Service:
   A Significant Path to Multilingualism in Academic Contexts
   Nelson Henrique da Silva Ferreira, Universidade de Coimbra and
   Bruno da Silva, UC Framework

2)  English: OPERAS Innovation Lab: Stimulating Innovation in
    SSH
    Tomasz Umerle, IBL-PAN, and Sy Holsinger, OPERAS

12:00 – 13:00  Lunch break
13:00 – 14:30  
**English: Impulse Presentation by Sy Holsinger + Parallel Sessions**

1) **Advancing Diamond Open Access: A Future of Open Science and Scholarly Communication** (moderated by Judith Schulte/OPERAS with Margo Bargheer, Malte Dreyer, Tabea Klaus/SUB Göttingen)

- Aligning policies for Open Access Books and Monographs (*OPERAS Project: PALOMERA*)
- Institutional Open Access Publishing Models (*OPERAS Project: DIAMAS*)
- The Technological Framework of Open Access Journal Publishing (*OPERAS Project: CRAFT-OA*)

2) **Navigating Open Access Publications: Discovery, Findability & Trust** (moderated by Sy Holsinger/OPERAS)

- Peer Review of Monographs: Enabling Transparency (*OPERAS-Service: PRISM/DOAB, Niels Stern*)
- Discovering Knowledge in Several Languages (*OPERAS-Service: GoTriple, Luca de Santis*)
- Encouragement: Finding the Way in the Maze of Academic Publishing (*OPERAS-Service: Pathfinder, Luca de Santis*)

14:30 – 14:45  
**Coffee break**

14:45 – 15:45  
**English: Panel: Empowering Open Infrastructures: Data Flow & Utilization**  
*Moderation: Nanette Rißler-Pipka (MWS)*

Margo Bargheer (AG Uni-Verlage, AEUP), Philippe Genêt (NFDI Consortia Text+, DNB), Michael Kaiser (MWS), Pierre Mounier (OPERAS), Erzsébet Toth-Czifra (CoARA)

15:45 – 16:00  
**German: Abschlusskeynote:**

*Ein National Node – viele Adressaten*

*Michael Kaiser, MWS*